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Whitehouse, et al.’s1 creation of the Seshat open archaeo-historical databank2 is laudable. However, 27 
the authors’ analysis methods, treatment of missing data, and source quality undermine the paper’s 28 
key conclusion that moralizing deities appear only after rapid increases in social complexity. First, 29 
their report fails to address the inherent ‘forward’ biases in first appearance dates of moralizing 30 
gods in the archaeo-historical record. When we minimally correct for this, the paper’s major 31 
finding reverses: moralizing gods precede the dramatic rises in social complexity. Second, the 32 
authors handle missing observations on moralizing gods by re-coding them as known absences. 33 
These values make up 61% of all outcome data. When missing data are handled appropriately, 34 
their result again reverses. Finally, inspections of the Seshat coding reveal systematic inaccuracies, 35 
inadequate vetting, and misleading claims. 36 
 37 
Whitehouse, et al. analyze the appearance of moralizing gods and forces (MGs) in world history relative 38 
to increases in social complexity. Unlike proxies of social complexity such as polity size and population 39 
density, their definition of MG requires written evidence in order for MGs to be detected. Yet, as one 40 
proceeds back through the archeo-historical record, both literacy and written materials become less 41 
common. Thus, the earliest surviving documentary evidence of MGs will likely be much later than their 42 



actual emergence and differentially ‘forward biased’ relative to the physical evidence of social 43 
complexity (Supplemental S1). For example, Hawaii’s population history is well-documented 44 
archaeologically, but MGs only appear in the Hawaiian Seshat records upon the arrival of Europeans with 45 
quills. In light of Pacific ethnography3, MGs likely existed in Hawaii far earlier than post-contact 46 
accounts. Indeed, moralizing supernatural punishment appears in the ethnographic descriptions of non-47 
literate, small-scale societies4–8 around the world, suggesting MGs may have been more prevalent among 48 
early societies than the written record indicates (Supplemental S1). 49 
 50 
Table 1 illustrates this forward bias across Sehsat’s 12 focal NGAs (Natural Geographic Areas) leading 51 
up to the first recorded appearance of MGs. In each case, MGs appear simultaneously with, or after, the 52 
appearance of writing or literate observers (Extended Data Figure 1). To test the sensitivity of 53 
Whitehouse, et al.’s analysis to differential forward biases, not considered in the authors’ dating-54 
uncertainty checks (which mostly correct for potential backward biases), we re-analyzed the data by 55 
moving the date of first appearance of MGs back by one century–the smallest time unit. Using the 56 
authors’ analysis code, this minimal correction entirely reverses their main result (Extended Data Fig. 3): 57 
MGs precede the dramatic rises in SC and the rate of increase in complexity is almost two times larger 58 
after MGs arrive than before (Supplemental S2.1). In other words, if MGs emerged even just one century 59 
earlier than the first recorded appearance in Seshat, the paper's main conclusion is overturned. A 60 
correction of three centuries amplifies the reversal and a more appropriate statistical approach confirms its 61 
robustness (Supplemental S2.2, Table S1). 62 
 63 

 64 
Table 1 | Moralizing gods across 12 key regions. Here, a ‘1’ indicates MGs are known to be present in the 65 
century-by-century data, ‘0’ that they are known to be absent. An ‘NA’ refers to missing MG data in the authors’ 66 
dataset. Generally, MGs appear in Seshat simultaneously with or after the appearance of writing (green), contra 67 
ethnographic records of MGs in non-literate societies (also see Extended Data Figure 1). Only one of the 30 world 68 
regions includes a known absence preceding an MG presence (Middle Yellow River Valley, red), data we dispute as 69 
miscoded based on expert-generated data (Supplemental S4).  70 
 71 
 72 
Even more worrying is that the alleged ‘first appearance’ of MGs in Seshat is almost always preceded by 73 
unknown values (‘NA’s), indicating no actual evidence that moralizing gods were absent (Table 1). Only 74 



one observation in the entire database--China’s Middle Yellow River Valley--reports a known absence of 75 
MGs in an NGA before their first appearance, and this lone ‘0’ is disputed by other historians 76 
(Supplemental S4). Surprisingly, the authors handled this problem by re-coding all cases of missing data 77 
(‘NA’) to known absences ('0’) before proceeding with the analysis (Supplemental S1.2). This puzzling 78 
decision goes unmentioned in their methods and, in total, 61% (n = 490) of all outcome observations, and 79 
98% of alleged cases of ‘moralizing gods absent’, were originally unknown values in Seshat. The 80 
resulting correlation between ‘having any outcome data at all’ (not ‘NA’) and recording ‘moralizing gods 81 
present’ is r = 0.97, suggesting that the study is essentially an analysis of the missingness patterns in 82 
Seshat. 83 
 84 
Because of the forward bias problem, NGAs with ‘known’ MG outcomes tend to be very large, on 85 
average 3.9 million people, and almost always literate, while regions with missing values have, on 86 
average, only about 7,000 people and lack writing. As outcome missingness thus strongly correlates with 87 
lower social complexity, converting all unknown values to known absences is an extremely favorable 88 
assumption for the authors’ main conclusion (Extended Data Fig. 2, Fig. S1). We re-ran the authors’ 89 
logistic regressions with more conservative approaches for missing data9 and used these estimates to 90 
predict the probable first appearance of MGs (Table S2, S3). Once again, the results predict the 91 
emergence of MGs before both writing and major increases in social complexity (Fig. 1A), describing an 92 
average forward bias of between 600 and 1400 years (Fig. 1B, Fig. S3). 93 
 94 

 95 
 96 

Figure 1 | Comparison of Whitehouse, et al.’s model, where missing outcome data (‘NA’) was coded as absent 97 
(‘0’) and a reanalysis removing unknown outcomes. Panel (A) Estimated relationship between the probability of 98 
MGs being observed and social complexity, held at average distance and language similarity, fit on original dataset 99 
(‘NA’s recoded as ‘0’s; grey dashed line) and reduced dataset that removed missing values (black line with blue 100 
89% HPDI shading). Mean probabilities of “moralizing gods present” for the 490 historical observations with 101 
“unknown” outcome values are given as points: from the original model (grey) and grouped by NGA in revised 102 
model (each NGA is assigned a different color). Panel (B) Recreation of Whitehouse, et al.’s Fig. 2a, estimating 103 
forward bias only from known (non-‘NA’) observations, now showing mean and 95% confidence interval for the 104 
predicted first emergence of moralizing gods, approximately 958 (SE: 210) years prior to their first observations in 105 
the Seshat database. 106 



 107 
While our new analyses indicate that MGs precede complex societies, we caution against strong 108 
inferences from these results, because of irregularities found with Seshat’s historical coding and expert 109 
vetting. While the authors state that all of the crucial religion and ritual variables were vetted, in fact only 110 
a small proportion appears to have been, and an alarming amount of key data is attributed to general 111 
introductory books or personal communications with area specialists (Supplemental S4). Unlike standard 112 
historical sources, this latter evidence is not readily available for verification by the scholarly community. 113 
To assess coding accuracy, we compared Seshat’s five religion and ritual variables for the Middle Yellow 114 
River Valley, from the Late Shang to the Late Tang, to fully expert-generated/vetted codes from the 115 
Database of Religious History (DRH; religiondatabase.org). Over two-thirds of Seshat’s data did not 116 
match equivalent entries in the DRH (Table S4). 117 
 118 
Further, Seshat sources referring to specific points in time are often used to ‘data fill’ broad swaths of 119 
spatial and temporal entries outside the scope of the original citation. Of Seshat’s 110 data points 120 
associated with the religion and ritual variables in the Middle Yellow River Valley, for instance, only 16 121 
represent independent observations. The other 94 carry forward from previous observations, with no new 122 
references or expert sources specific to the time and place in question. In one case, a personal 123 
communication about a Shang Dynasty ritual was cited as a source for 3,000 years of Chinese ritual data 124 
(Supplemental S4). Data on religious practices and social complexity in some NGAs are even filled in 125 
from other NGAs; if a polity in one NGA (e.g. Kachi Plain, population: 18 million) conquers another 126 
NGA (e.g. Deccan, population: 20,000), the conquered NGA’s population size, social complexity, and 127 
religious practices are immediately replaced by the values in conquering NGA’s time series. This curious 128 
accounting, rather than actual evidence of population change, is responsible for the sharp discontinuities 129 
in social complexity associated with the appearance of MGs that Seshat records through time (Figure S2). 130 
 131 
Taken together, these problems cast serious doubt on the authors’ reported conclusion. Once either 132 
forward bias is accounted for or missing data properly handled, we infer MGs precede - not follow - 133 
dramatic rises in social complexity, though it is not clear what the data can tell us in its current state. That 134 
said, Seshat continues to evolve, inadequate vetting is correctable, and none of this detracts from the 135 
authors’ larger enterprise of developing an open archaeo-historical databank. 136 
 137 
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Extended Data Figure 1 | The first appearance of writing and moralizing gods across NGAs. The solid line 179 
indicates when writing and moralizing gods are first recorded in the same century, and the dashed lines show when 180 
writing appeared 100 years before moralizing gods and when moralizing gods appeared 100 years before writing. 181 
NGAs are colored by whether social complexity data are available both before and after the appearance of 182 
moralizing gods or not. Only NGAs with social complexity data available both before and after the appearance of 183 
moralizing gods were included in the analysis (and only these NGAs are shown in Table 1). It must be noted that 184 
while writing first appears at 2500 BCE in the Kachi Plain, it is absent for the subsequent two polities in the dataset, 185 
and does not reappear until 300 BCE - the same time as the first appearance of moralizing gods.  186 
 187 



 188 
 189 

Extended Data Figure 2 | Boxplots & distributions of “social complexity” score for N = 801 observations, by 190 
‘moralizing gods’ outcome status. Before the regression analysis, the authors re-coded the 490 “unknown” cases as 191 
“absent” without explicitly documenting this decision. Because societies with “known” and “unknown” outcome 192 
data differ dramatically in social complexity, population size and the presence of writing, this choice is responsible 193 
for their key findings. 194 

 195 



 196 
Extended Data Figure 3 | Effect of small corrections to forward bias. Panel (A) Social complexity (SC) before 197 
and after the appearance of moralizing gods. Zero on the x-axis represents a standardized appearance of moralizing 198 
gods at each NGA per original Whitehouse, et al. paper. The grey column illustrates that moralizing gods arrived 199 
just after the main rise of SC while the red column illustrates that shifting the arrival of moralizing gods just 100 200 
years (the smallest time unit possible in their coding) earlier would imply that moralizing gods preceded the main 201 
SC increase. The blue column displays the first appearance of moralizing gods shifted 300 years earlier. Column 202 
width illustrates uncertainty around the time of MG appearance and corresponds to the mean duration of the polity 203 
in which MG appeared (after correcting for forward bias). Panel (B) Histograms of the differences in the rates of 204 
change in SC Pre-MG minus Post-MG (multiplied by 1000). Y-axes are the number of centuries with a specific rate 205 
of SC change (collapsed across the 12 NGAs). The grey histogram is from the original Whitehouse, et al. data, while 206 
the red and blue histograms shift the first appearance of moralizing gods 100 and 300 years earlier, leading to more 207 
positive change in SC after MGs appearance. 208 

 209 
 210 
 211 
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Introduction 38 

In this supplement, we elaborate on the points made in the main text by critiquing and re-assessing three 39 
aspects of Whitehouse, et al.’s study1. In Section S1, we assess the authors operational construct of 40 
“moralizing gods” in light of the field, data sources and ethnographic record. We also identify the major 41 
coding decision that drove the results. In Sections S2 and S3, we examine their statistical analyses, 42 
identify serious issues, and provide more appropriate analyses. These analyses support opposite 43 
conclusions. Finally, in Section S4, we inspect and assess their coding procedures, vetting process and 44 
data quality. 45 
 46 
The authors’ original code and history of subsequent edits can be found here:  47 
https://github.com/pesavage/moralizing-gods. Code and data for a full reproduction of the original 48 
analyses, all analyses contained in this response, and an html walkthrough of the analyses can be found 49 
here: https://github.com/babeheim/moralizing-gods-reanalysis. 50 

S1. The problems of forward bias, missing data, and the ethnographic record 51 

In this section, we discuss the problematic nature of Whitehouse, et al. assumptions concerning first 52 
appearance of crucial variables such as moralizing gods (MGs), as well as how these flawed assumptions 53 
drive one of the more dramatic errors we uncovered in their analysis, the widespread conversion of 54 
missing data to evidence of absence.  55 
 56 
S1.1 The problem of forward bias 57 
 58 
The central outcome variable of the analysis is the first appearance of “Moralizing Gods” (MG) within the 59 
polities of a particular Natural Geographic Area (NGA). Here, MG include both the traditional concept of 60 
“Moralizing High Gods” (MHG) used in the Standard Cross-Cultural Survey and the Ethnographic Atlas, 61 
or the more inclusive category of “Broad Supernatural Punishment” (BSP). An MHG is a creator deity 62 
who is “specifically supportive of human morality”, such as in Judeo-Christian tradition. As many non-63 
creator spirits are punitive and morally concerned, the authors have followed a more general trend 64 
towards inclusive concept of BSP in the literature, though they require that BSP monitor behavior related 65 
specifically to fairness, reciprocity, and in-group loyalty. Effectively (and somewhat awkwardly), MG 66 
thus either refer to creator gods who care about morality in general, or non-creator spirits who specifically 67 
monitor three domains of human cooperation. 68 
 69 
Any analysis of the archeo-historical record that considers “first appearances,” especially when 70 
comparing first appearance dates, must consider the problem of inherent forward biases. To understand 71 
why the first recorded dates of most cultural traits will be forward biased, consider what it takes for 72 
evidence of MGs to make it into the Seshat database: 73 
 74 

1. A community must come to believe in a god or supernatural process that reliably monitors and 75 
punishes some moral transgressions. This is the true first appearance date. 76 

2. Those transgressions must be related to (1) fairness, (2) in-group loyalty or (3) reciprocity but not 77 
other moral domains. Notably, Seshat also codes for six other moral domains, including murder 78 



3 
 

and property crimes, but the authors ignored moralizing gods associated with these domainsa. 79 
Here, first appearance dates will be pushed forward in time if the authors’ three preferred 80 
domains happened to emerge after other domains, like murder.  81 

3. These gods and their characteristics must have been accurately written down in sufficient detail 82 
for coding. This means that societies either have to first invent or otherwise acquire writing and 83 
then use it to express their beliefs about their gods punishing powers and moral concerns, or be 84 
described by missionaries, explorers or anthropologists motivated to accurately document these 85 
beliefs. The need for writing pushes first appearance dates forward until at least the 86 
invention/arrival of writing and the inclination to record supernatural beliefs (Extended Data 87 
Figure 1).    88 

4. These possibly ancient written records have to survive to the present day. Such records need to be 89 
rediscovered, decoded and accurately described in secondary sources. The older an ancient record 90 
the less likely it is to both survive until the present day and be understood by modern scholars. 91 
This again biases first appearance dates forward in time. 92 

5. Scholarly analyses of these writings have to be located by Seshat researchers and be accurately 93 
entered into Seshat. If early evidence is missed, unlike missed later evidence, the first appearance 94 
dates are moved forward in time. See below for distinct cases in which Seshat researchers missed 95 
evidence of MGs earlier in history.  96 

 97 
These and additional steps in the journey from a historical community’s belief in an MG to the Seshat 98 
database can each contribute to pushing the first appearance dates in Seshat forward in time. This 99 
influences first appearance dates in both absolute and relative terms, compared to the authors’ measures 100 
of ritual and social complexity (which can often be inferred from non-written sources). This problem is 101 
further compounded by the authors’ unjustifiable treatment of missing values in the historical record, 102 
described below. 103 
 104 
S1.2 Replacing missing values with known absences 105 
 106 
Another central problem in authors’ argument is the treatment of unknown values (‘NA’) for MG in the 107 
analysis dataset. If Seshat’s source files simply have no information regarding on supernatural beliefs, 108 
entries appear as “unknown” (after expert review) or “suspected unknown” (coded, but lacking expert 109 
review). If either BSP or MHG are missing data for a particular time and place, MG will correspondingly 110 
be ‘NA’ in the Whitehouse, et al. dataset, even if the other variable is absent (‘0’). The requirements to 111 
code MG as absent (“0”) are, in contrast, relatively strict: descriptions of a society’s supernatural beliefs 112 
must exist, but both an MHG and all of the three required features for BSP must be absent as well (‘0’). 113 
This outcome is correspondingly rare, as MG are known to be absent in only 12 observations, versus 490 114 
observations categorized as unknown. 115 
 116 
                                                 
a In other words, some punishing supernatural agents or forces may have been coded as ‘absent’ (MG = 0) because 
they were concerned about harming others (e.g., murder), being brave (e.g., in battle), violating property rights (e.g., 
stealing), and/or respecting local structures (e.g., “obedient to those above you in a hierarchy”) but not the authors’ 
three focal domains. This is even more worrisome in light of the historical record that suggests these coded-but-
ignored features of moralizing gods are among the earliest documented supernatural concerns2–6. In Mesopotamia, 
for example, the earliest evidence of divine concerns we have identified comes from law codes that point to murder 
(harm) as the earliest concern in Ur-Nammu (2100 BCE)47. 
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Surprisingly, before their logistic regression analysis, Whitehouse, et al. recoded these 490 missing data 117 
points from missing (‘NA’) to absent (‘0’), conflating situations in which surviving records of 118 
supernatural beliefs exist but do not clearly describe MG, with situations in which no historical records 119 
exist, and we simply know nothing about the presence or absence of MGs either way. 120 
 121 
In correspondence on this matter, Whitehouse, et al. have advanced the following assertion to justify this 122 
decision: “[G]iven the nature of the historical and archaeological record, if there was no evidence of 123 
moralizing gods we can treat them as being absent.” Because there are only 12 known absences and 490 124 
missing values, mostly in small populations, this assumption is tantamount to assuming what the analysis 125 
seeks to test. As we demonstrate below, the paper’s primary conclusion, that moralizing gods are only 126 
present in large, complex societies, is entirely driven by this decision to replace all missing values with 127 
0’s.  128 
 129 
The result of this extraordinary decision is extreme overconfidence in our knowledge concerning small, 130 
pre-literate historical populations. Of the 390 observations in populations with at a social complexity 131 
score less than 0.4, only 8 have any data concerning MGs, so the remaining 382 data points are simply 132 
assumed to be absent MGs. By this analysis decision, no human population in the Americas of any size 133 
ever possessed moralizing deities before the arrival of European missionaries. Similarly, the authors’ 134 
logistic regression estimates (Extended Data Table 2 of the authors’ original report) describe an 135 
implausible scarcity of MGs among small-scale societies. The reported logistic regression estimates imply 136 
that in observed societies with SC scores less than the median of 0.42 moralizing gods will appear in only 137 
about 2% of cases (SE: 1%, Fig. 1A) each century. Because social complexity closely tracks population 138 
size (Fig. S1), a practical interpretation is that the model predicts an extremely low chance of finding 139 
moralizing gods in any human populations with less than 50,000 people. As we can show, however, 140 
ethnographic descriptions from small-scale populations regularly contradict this prediction. 141 

 142 
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Figure S1 | Social complexity scores for n = 864 observations in the full Seshat dataset plotted against log-143 
population sizes, with best-fit line (Pearson’s r = 0.94) and shading indicating whether the MG outcome variable 144 
has known or missing values. 145 
 146 
 147 
S1.3 Ethnographic evidence of moralizing gods 148 
 149 
The fact that Whitehouse, et al.’s alleged first appearance dates for MGs depend heavily on the presence 150 
of writing (Extended Data Figure 1) presents a serious problem in light of the ethnographic record. The 151 
authors maintain that it is a “fact that evidence for moralizing gods is lacking in the majority of non-152 
literate societies”. Elsewhere7, they claim that “Social scientists have long known that small-scale 153 
traditional societies–the kind missionaries used to dismiss as ‘pagan’–envisaged a spirit world that cared 154 
little about the morality of human behaviour”.   155 
 156 
Contrary to these claims (which inappropriately cite Bellah8), all quantitative anthropological analyses 157 
reveal non-trivial frequencies of supernatural punishment in small-scale and non-literate societies. For 158 
example, in Boehm’s review9 of 43 hunter-gatherer ethnographies covering 18 societies, there are 159 
instances of supernatural punishment of at least one behavior construed as “antisocial” and “predatory on 160 
fellow band members” in all groups. In Swanson’s classic study10 of 50 societies (78% of which had 161 
populations of 10,000 or more people and 78% of the sample had three or fewer “sovereign 162 
organizations”), only 6 (12%) report instances of having a “moralizing high god”, yet 11 (22%) are 163 
counted as “uncertain”. However, 11 have indicators of “active ancestral spirits” that “aid or punish living 164 
humans” and 28% (p. 14) “are invoked by the living to assist in earthly affairs”.  Moreover, all of the 50 165 
sampled populations have some documented form of “supernatural sanctions for morality”, that is, 166 
“behaviors that helped or harmed other people” (p. 212) In Watts et al.’s Pulotu data set11, 27 of the 74 167 
(36%) Austronesian societies coded as “low political complexity” (acephalous or simple chiefdoms) had 168 
MGs. If we expand Whitehouse, et al.’s targeted “moral” behaviors to include breaches of sexual mores, 169 
Brown’s study12 suggests that over a quarter of the sample (110 societies’ from the HRAF) includes some 170 
reference to supernatural punishment. The bottom line is that Whitehouse, et al.’s analysis—driven by 171 
their decision to recode all ‘NA’s as ‘0’—is strikingly inconsistent with much ethnographic evidence. 172 
 173 
Another biasing problem with data used in analyses of human religions in non-literate societies is that 174 
much of it comes from early reports by missionaries and colonial administrators. Often, these individuals 175 
are evidently biased against seeing any elements that ‘look Christian’ in pagan religionsb To see the 176 
challenges take, for instance, the case of the Orokaiva, that Seshat28 codes as having no BSP or MHG 177 
(MG = 0) at any point in time. Whitehouse, et al. cite a source by Schwimmer29, which contains the 178 
following: 179 

                                                 
b Consider this missionary report27 of the Abipón Indians of Paraguay, a source in the Standard Cross-cultural 
Sample (SCCS) and the Ethnographic Atlas (EA). The missionary describes his flock as follows, “the American 
savages are slow, dull, and stupid in the apprehension of things not present to their outward senses. Reasoning is a 
process troublesome and almost unknown to them. It is, therefore, no wonder that the contemplation of terrestrial or 
celestial objects should inspire them with no idea of the creative Deity, nor indeed of any thing heavenly” (p. 58; 
emphasis ours). These “slow, dull, and stupid” natives are nevertheless capable of conversion “when the good sense 
of the teacher compensates for the stupidity of his pupils” (p. 62). Based on this and two other sources, the SCCS 
and the EA code the Abipón as lacking a high god of any sort.  
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  180 
If the Orokaiva, by and large, order their lives by the same moral principles, they would explain this by 181 
their common belief in certain demigods whom they all regard as their ancestors and as sources of 182 
authority, and who created certain institutions embodying moral norms to which they all subscribe. Not 183 
only do they obey the precepts of these demi-gods, they also re-enact their feats in ritual and identify with 184 
them during ceremonies, and in many of their regular expressive activities (p. 51). 185 

  186 
These demi-gods “created certain institutions embodying moral norms to which they all subscribe.” The 187 
Orokaiva themselves appeared to attribute their moral order to these gods. In Swanson’s10 dataset, the 188 
Orokaiva are coded as having no high god, but they do have ancestor spirits that “are invoked by the 189 
living to assist in earthly affairs” and have one coded instance of moralistic supernatural sanctions. 190 
Despite variation across sources, this example seems like a candidate for evidence of a MG. 191 
 192 
This does not imply that the gods of small-scale societies were no different from those of complex 193 
societies. Instead, as Norenzayan et. al30 argue, the differences are often quantitative and related to the 194 
size of the sphere of supernatural punishment (from clan members to all humans), the particular domains 195 
of punishment (more of those supporting larger scale cooperation) and size of the supernatural incentives 196 
(e.g., contingent afterlives). Because of their own source biases, these quantitative anthropological studies 197 
only provide a kind of lower bound on the percentage of societies with MGs and leave the question of the 198 
ubiquity of MGs unresolved10,13–26. Nevertheless, the ethnographic record provides no justification for 199 
recoding missing data as ‘MG absence’ (‘0’) in less-complex, non-literate societies. 200 
 201 
Given the strong evidence of MGs in non-literate societies and the authors’ heavy reliance on written 202 
historical records for evidence of MGs, there is good reason to suspect a substantial forward bias, both in 203 
absolute terms and relative to measures of social complexity and doctrinal rituals. Below, we re-analyze 204 
the authors’ data while taking seriously the challenge of forward bias and handling of missing data. 205 
 206 

S2. Reanalysis of the pre/post-appearance comparison 207 

In this section, we examine the implications of forward bias on the results found by Whitehouse, et al., 208 
then we show why their analytical approach was inappropriate, and finally we provide a more appropriate 209 
alternative analysis. Even the smallest correction for the problem of forward bias produces the opposite 210 
result to that claimed by Whitehouse, et al.  211 

S2.1 Correcting for forward bias in the statistical approach of Whitehouse, et al. 212 

As discussed in the main text, one of the underlying factors that likely influences the appearance of MGs 213 
is the presence of writing (Table 1 in the main text). Whitehouse, et al. suggest that the appearance of 214 
writing preceded megasocieties (SC > 0.6), and therefore the absence of MGs before megasocieties 215 
cannot be explained by the absence of writing. However, there is a suspiciously tight connection between 216 
the first appearance of writing and the first appearance of MGs in the Seshat dataset, illustrated in 217 
Extended Data Figure 1. While the authors point out that on average writing precedes MGs by 400 years, 218 
Extended Data Figure 1 reveals that this average is strongly biased by two outlying NGAs: Susiana and 219 
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Kachi Plainc. For the remaining 10 NGAs, the appearance of MGs tightly follows the appearance of 220 
writing; hence, in our view, the correlation between the appearance of writing and MGs predict 221 
researchers’ ability to detect MGs from written records rather than actual appearance of these beliefs in 222 
the historical populations. 223 

Importantly, the dependence of MG detection in the archaeo-historical record on written records 224 
naturally biases the first MG appearance toward more recent dates. This problem can be illustrated by one 225 
simple historical case. The Mesopotamian sun god Shamash is coded by the Seshat team as an “active” 226 
god when he first appears in writing (2250 BCE). Shamash, however, appears in iconography at least half 227 
a millennium (2750 BCE) before he appears in writing46. Not coding Shamash as “active” in 2750 BCE 228 
requires assuming that people did not think of Shamash as an active god, participating in their lives, until 229 
he happened to enter the preserved written record—a rather unlikely assumption, especially considering 230 
the fact that some sort of organized and widespread belief in Shamash and his power must have motivated 231 
the creation of iconography in the first place. Furthermore, even without such pre-existing material 232 
evidence, it is reasonable to assume a time-lag between the spread of religious beliefs and their first 233 
appearance in writing. 234 

To examine the effect of such a time-lag, we moved the first appearance of MG at each NGA 100 235 
years back, the smallest possible correction given the resolution of the original data. Using the same 236 
analytical techniques as in the original paper (which we consider inappropriate, see below), the paired t-237 
test now shows that MGs positively predict the rise in the rate of SC (t = 4.04, df = 201, P < 0.001) -- not 238 
a drop in the rate of SC as Whitehouse, et al. find (see Extended Figure 3 in the main text). This 239 
reanalysis demonstrates that, for their causal proposition to hold, researchers would have to be able to 240 
detect the first appearance of MG beliefs in the archaeo-historical records with a precision of +/- 50 years 241 
and assume that people started to write about religious beliefs immediately after their appearance. We 242 
regard this as unlikely. Furthermore, moving the first MGs appearance 300 years back (still a very 243 
conservative estimate, see Fig. 1B), the rise in the rate of SC change after the appearance of MGs is even 244 
stronger (t = 5.48, df = 199, P < 0.001; see also Extended Figure 3). 245 

Note that Whitehouse, et al. tested their results for robustness against dating uncertainty by 246 
randomly placing MG appearance within the time-span of the polity in which MG first appeared.d 247 
However, for 11 out of 12 NGAs, MGs were always detected in Seshat during the first century of the 248 
polity’s existence, so any random placing of MGs within the polity time-span would always make the first 249 
appearance of MG more recent, i.e. only worsening the forward bias. In other words, in Whitehouse, et 250 
al.’s robustness check, there was almost no possibility that MGs might have appeared earlier, only a 251 
possibility that they appeared more recently. 252 
 Further investigating the reasons for the sensitivity of causal analysis toward such small changes 253 
as moving MG 100 years backwards, we found that the appearance of MGs in the archaeo-historical 254 
record usually occurs simultaneously with a sudden jump in SC. As illustrated in Fig. S2A, societies 255 
increased their complexity on average by 39% within the 100 years just before the appearance of MGs 256 
                                                 
c Note that the estimate for Kachi Plain obfuscates that after the first appearance of writing, writing disappears, and 
is absent from multiple polities, only to reappear at the same time as MGs. 
d While the analysis code for this robustness check was not part of the code made available by the authors, we infer 
on this robustness check from the Methods section in the original manuscript: “Our primary analysis treated 
moralizing gods as being present from the beginning of the polity in which they appeared. To ensure that our 
analyses were not affected by dating uncertainty, we reran the analyses randomly resampling to treat moralizing 
gods as appearing at some point from within the full date range of this polity (for example, 2900–2700 BCE for 
Egypt).” 
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while the average between-century increase in SC for the preceding 700 years was approximately 7%. 257 
Whitehouse, et al. proposed that the correlation between an increase in SC and the appearance of MGs is 258 
an indication that a society has to pass a certain threshold of SC (> 0.6, which they call “megasociety”) to 259 
evolve a religious system with moralizing gods. However, it is not clear why the appearance of MGs 260 
would require such a dramatic change in SC within a single century (Fig. S2A). The fact that MGs can be 261 
detected in the archaeo-historical record just after a sudden and unprecedented jump in SC is troubling 262 
and points to potentially hidden underlying factors that may have influenced both the measures of SC and 263 
researcher’s ability to detect MGs presence.  264 

 265 

 266 
Figure S2 | Social complexity before and after the appearance of moralizing gods. Dots represent mean social 267 
complexity (SC) collapsed across NGAs. Bars represent +/- SE. The x-axis represents centered time before/after the 268 
presumed appearance of MGs at each NGA. Note that 0 on this axis represents widely disparate times, ranging from 269 
2900 BCE to 1100 CE. A. The plot shows that MGs can be detected in the archaeo-historical records just after a 270 
sudden jump in social complexity that represents the smallest temporal unit in Whitehouse, et al.’s analysis (one 271 
century). B. The sudden jump in social complexity just before the appearance of MGs may be partially explained by 272 
the fact that 3 NGAs (Deccan, Kachi Plain, Sogdiana) were coded as having MGs only after these NGAs were 273 
integrated into larger empires with millions of inhabitants that already had MGs (upper figure in Panel B). The 274 
remaining NGAs (n = 9) that did not explicitly acquire MGs through being conquered by a larger empire (lower 275 
figure in Panel B) show a steady rise in social complexity.  276 
 277 

We surmise that one of the explaining factors relates to the treatment of historical conquest by 278 
Whitehouse, et al.: at Deccan, Kachi Plain, and Sogdiana NGAs, the apparent rapid increases in social 279 
complexity and the appearance of MGs are a direct consequence of conquest by large empires (Fig. S2B). 280 
For instance, Deccan has a population of 20,000 in 400 BCE with no MGs and no writing; yet next 281 
century, the same NGA has a population of 18 million with MGs and writing, and then a century later 282 
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reverts back to 20,000 people with no MGs and no writing. This dramatic change is caused by the fact 283 
that Whitehouse, et al. assign Deccan the population size, social complexity, and religious beliefs of 284 
another NGA, Kachi Plain during a century of Kachi Plain’s imperial rule. Likewise, Kachi Plain acquires 285 
their MG when conquered by Susiana, suddenly increasing their SC from 0.33 to 0.90 within a single 286 
century. Sogdiana rises from a population of 10,000 in 500 BCE to 22 million in next century when 287 
Susiana takes over their territory and imports MG. Such a treatment of conquest results in the appearance 288 
of “sharp increases” in population size, SC and moralizing gods at the Deccan, Kachi Plain and Sogdiana 289 
NGAs. Given the analytical technique employed by Whitehouse, et al. (paired t-test), it looks as if these 290 
three NGAs spontaneously increased their SC within a century and only afterwards developed belief in 291 
MGs. In other words, the paired t-test treats the three-fold increase in SC for the conquered NGAs as 292 
coming before MGs (increase from year -100 to 0 in Fig. S2B) while, as a matter of fact, MGs arrived 293 
together with increase in SC due to conquest. 294 

The remaining nine NGAs that did not acquire MGs through conquest show rather a steady 295 
increase in the rate of SC change (Fig. S2B). To test the robustness of Whitehouse, et al.’s results, we also 296 
performed the same paired t-test analysis on the reduced sample of nine NGAs that did not acquire MGs 297 
via conquest. The results revealed that the five-fold higher rates of SC change between Pre- and Post-298 
MGs reported by Whitehouse, et al. decreased only to a two-fold higher rate of SC change (t = -5.28, df = 299 
141, P < 0.001). Furthermore, correcting the forward bias by 100 years indicates that this result is no 300 
longer significant at the conventional alpha levels (t = -0.68, df = 142, P = 0.498) and the correction for 301 
300 years again reverses Whitehouse, et al.’s main claim; the Post-MGs rate of SC change is 1.8 the size 302 
of the Pre-MG rate of SC change (t = 4.16, df = 143, P < 0.001).e 303 

These analyses suggest that the extreme sensitivity of Whitehouse, et al.’s results to forward bias 304 
was partially caused by the treatment of historical conquest. When the authors assigned the one-century 305 
SC difference caused by conquest as Pre-MG, the t-test analysis produced significant results that favored 306 
their hypothesis. When we shifted MG appearance 100 years backwards, the SC difference caused by 307 
conquest moved to the Post-MG category and reversed the original results. However, even after we 308 
excluded the NGAs with problematic treatment of conquest, correcting for forward bias again reversed 309 
the original results.    310 

S2.2 Growth curve models of social complexity 311 

Putting the problems of forward bias aside, we also found their analytical approach inadequate to assess 312 
the complex causality between MGs and SC. Treating MGs as an exogenous intervention that begins to 313 
influence SC at some year “0” and did not exist before disregards the likely possibility that MGs co-314 
evolved with SC through a complex feedback-loop relationship. However, even if we would assume that 315 
MGs suddenly appeared at a specific point in time without prior interaction with SC, the paired t-test 316 
employed by Whitehouse, et al. remains inadequate for the nature of the analyzed data. The computed 317 
rates of SC change analyzed with the t-test include 400 data points (i.e., 200 Pre-MG time-points and 200 318 
Post-MG time-points), but ignore the fact that these data points are nested within 12 focal NGAs. 319 
Additionally, some NGAs have more observations than others (ranging from 0 to 13 missing centuries per 320 
NGA). This data structure warrants a model that is flexible enough to handle repeated measures through 321 
space (polities within NGAs) and time. When comparing the rates of change for specific time windows 322 

                                                 
e Note that the degrees of freedom for the t-test analyses in this paragraph differ due to differential rates of available 
data across the nine NGAs outside the original +/- 2000 years interval (see Supplementary R code).   
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(e.g., 100 years Pre/-Post-MG), however, the paired t-test analysis treats each pair of data-points as an 323 
independent observation. In other words, it only considers one time-window (e.g., 100 years Pre/-Post-324 
MG in Susiana) to be a repeated measure, while the other time-windows (e.g., 200 years Pre/-Post-MG in 325 
Susiana) are considered to be from a different “individual” (while actually being from the same NGA and 326 
likely very similar to the 100-year time-window). This approach severely violates the assumption of 327 
independence31 and artificially inflates the degrees of freedom for the t-test. In our view, the data have at 328 
least two hierarchical levels corresponding to their nesting within NGAs and their further nesting within 329 
world regions. We built a linear mixed model accounting for this nesting structure; however, the 330 
goodness-of-fit assessment of this model revealed severe deviation from the normality assumption (see 331 
Supplementary R code for diagnostic checks and plots). 332 

To account for the violation of the independence and normality assumptions, we used a multilevel 333 
growth-curve model that accounts for data-nesting and affords flexibility in modeling the distributional 334 
assumptions. While this model is still too crude for modeling complex causal relationships (e.g., it cannot 335 
model continuous feedback between the growth of MGs and SC), it produces precise estimates based on 336 
the assumed data-generation process32,33 rather than a simple test of difference. To fit the growth curve 337 
model of differences in SC Pre- and Post-MG, we used raw social complexity as the outcome variable 338 
(rather than already pre-calculated rates of SC change); time, MG presence, and their interaction as 339 
predictor variables; NGA and world region as nesting factors for fitting varying intercepts; and a varying 340 
effect of time for each NGA to account for the NGA-specific rate of SC changef. Finally, to account for 341 
the fact that the SC data were scaled between 0 and 1, we used a beta distribution that allows the model to 342 
estimate the mean and dispersion of scaled SC data, which are typically heteroscedastic and skewed34. 343 

This model allows us to examine the change in SC before and after the assumed MG arrival (for 344 
the period of +/- 2000 years) while adjusting the model for the various nestings presented in the data as 345 
well as for the assumed beta distribution. Indeed, goodness-of-fit measures indicated that this full model 346 
fits the data reasonably well (see Supplementary R code). Table S1, Model 1 displays the results of the 347 
full model: Time is the estimated increase in SC over one millennium before the arrival of MGs (we 348 
chose one millennium rather than century to improve interpretability); MG [Pre vs. Post] is the difference 349 
in intercepts for the Pre-MG and Post-MG regression lines, i.e., SC 2000 years Pre-MG vs. SC at the time 350 
of the supposed MG appearance; and Time by MG interaction is the difference in linear slopes for the 351 
Pre- and Post-MG periodsg. The intercept indicates that the mean SC 2000 years before MGs was around 352 
0.24 and with each millennium, it increased by 0.12 SC points (on a scale 0-1). Likewise, the average SC 353 
during the first MG century was approximately 0.3 SC points higher compared to 2000 years before. The 354 
                                                 
f The full model is defined below, where g is the logit link for beta regression; Yijk is social complexity at time-point 
i within NGA j and world region k. 0 is a fixed intercept, u0j is a varying intercept for NGA j, and u0k is a varying 
intercept for world region k. 1 is the parameter for the fixed effect of time, u1j is the parameter for varying effects 
of time across NGA j, and X1ijk is the value of the time-point i for NGA j and world region k. Analogically, 2 is the 
parameter for the effect of Pre-/Post-MG and X2ijk the value of Pre-/Post-MG. 3 is the parameter for the interaction 
of Time*Pre-/Post-MG, and  represents the error term for the assumed beta distribution with parameters  
representing location and  representing dispersion: 
 

g(Yijk)=((β0+u0j +u0k)+(β1+u1j)X1ijk+β2X2ijk+β3X1ijkX2ijk + εijk )~ Beta(µ, ) 
 
g Note that our regression approach does not analyze the 100-year period between the last time-point without MG 
and the first time-point with MG. While the t-test analysis Whitehouse, et al. performed treats these 100 years as 
‘Pre-MG’, such a step has to assume that MG appeared suddenly and ex nihilo. We allow MGs to arise within the 
100 years, still an unreasonable assumption but necessary to remain consistent with the original analyses.  
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interaction coefficient indicates that while the Pre-MG growth was indeed steeper compared to the Post-355 
MG growth, this difference was only small and not significant at the conventional levels (P < 0.05). The 356 
model estimates the Post-MG increase per millennium was 0.10 SC points (compared to 0.12 Pre-MG). 357 

 358 
Table S1 | Estimates with 95% CI from the models of social complexity. Estimates from beta regressions were 359 
back-transformed from the logit link. Time is SC change per millennium. Model “MG 0” is a growth curve model 360 
with the appearance of MGs assumed by Whitehouse, et al., Model “MG - 300” (MG minus 300) is a growth curve 361 
model with shifted MGs’ appearance 300 years back. *P < 0.05; ***P < 0.001. 362 

 363 
The results of the multilevel growth curve model reveal that by using a more appropriate 364 

statistical approach, the original t-test result presented by Whitehouse, et al. simply does not hold. While 365 
the SC growth before MG appearance is steeper compared to the SC growth after MG, this difference is 366 
negligible. However, when running the same model only for the +/- 700 period (analogous to 367 
Whitehouse, et al. robustness checks), we found that the Post-MG growth was indeed significantly lower 368 
[estimated slope difference per century = -0.0002, 95% CI = [-0.0004, -0.00003]), a result that 369 
qualitatively corresponds to the paired t-test Whitehouse, et al. reported. The difference between the 2000 370 
years and 700 years models possibly corresponds to the rapid SC change around the supposed MG 371 
appearance discussed in the section S2.1, which is tracked only by the latter model. 372 

To further demonstrate the importance of considering forward bias, we also examined the impact 373 
of small corrections for forward bias using our more appropriate growth curve modeling approach. 374 
Specifically, we built the same model as in Tab. S1, Model 1, but shifted MGs first appearance at each 375 
NGA 300 years back (see Tab. S1, Model 2). While the estimated intercept is similar to that of Model 1, 376 
the Pre-MG time effect is only half of the original effect (c.f. Model 1 and Model 2). Importantly, the 377 
difference in Pre-/Post-MG intercepts is no longer significant while the slope of Post-MG SC growth is 378 
now substantially higher compared to the Pre-MG growth (0.19 vs. 0.07). This result again demonstrates 379 
that even slight shifts of MGs back in time within a more appropriate modeling framework predicts the 380 
SC growth Post-MG is larger compared to Pre-MG, effectively reversing Whitehouse, et al.’s main 381 
claimh. 382 

                                                 
h We observed a similar interaction trend for MGs shifted only 100 years back, albeit the 95% CI crosses zero 
[estimated slope difference per millenium = 0.032, 95% CI = [-0.019, 0.082]). 
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In summary, we believe that given the data structure used by Whitehouse, et al., the growth curve 383 
model represents a more appropriate and nuanced analytical approach. If the original data were of higher 384 
quality (see below), this model could provide more reliable estimates compared to the paired t-test while 385 
respecting the test’s assumptions. The growth curve model also allows for further investigation of non-386 
linearity in growth curves (and their Pre-/Post-MG difference), which we omitted from the current 387 
analysis for the sake of simplicityi. 388 
 389 
S3. Reanalysis of the logistic regression model 390 

Here we examine Whitehouse, et al.’s use of logistic regression to predict the appearance of moralizing 391 
gods (their Extended Data Table 2). First, we reproduced Whitehouse’s essential results using the 392 
materials made public by the authors, including their figures, regression estimates, and data sample sizes. 393 
We then examined the sensitivity of their key results to the assumption that missing values (NA’s) in their 394 
outcome variable could be converted to the absence of moralizing gods’ (rewritten as ‘0’s). Because 395 
missingness in the Whitehouse, et al. data strongly correlates with smaller population sizes and lower 396 
social complexity (Extended Data Figure 2; Section S1.2), their conversion of all missing values to 0’s is 397 
an extremely favorable assumption for the authors’ preferred conclusion. Indeed, we find that one of their 398 
main results - that increases in social complexity precede moralizing gods - entirely hinges on this 399 
assumption, and for each reasonable alternative we see the opposite pattern. 400 

We here consider the pattern of missingness as a “missing at random” scenario45, for which the 401 
most principled approach is to simply drop the missing values. Despite the authors concerns that outcome 402 
missingness is clearly a function of a population’s social complexity43, estimates of the regression 403 
intercept and effect of social complexity will be unbiased so long as the model conditions on social 404 
complexity as a predictor variable. 405 

The resulting analysis excludes 490 observations with missing values on the outcome variable. 406 
Because there are two lag terms in the published model, which use the binary outcome values from the 407 
two previous time periods within each NGA, two additional complications appear. First, for the earliest 408 
observations where the outcome value is known, we will have missing values in the lagged terms we must 409 
deal with. Second, because no world region shows any within-region variance in the outcome value 410 
without the “NA to 0” imputation (except one observation in Middle Yellow River Valley, disputed in 411 
Section S4), the lag terms become perfectly correlated with the outcome, which no longer allows for a 412 
logistic regression time-series approach. To maintain comparability, we removed the lag terms and re-413 
estimated the probability of moralizing gods’ appearance as a logistic regression on social complexity, 414 
distance, and language similarity as calculated in the original analysis. To account for non-independence 415 
across observations by region, we added varying-effect intercept terms for each region, with mildly 416 
regularizing priors on each parameter. Specifically, each logistic coefficient is given a Gaussian prior with 417 
mean 0 and σ = 4 log-odds units, with a Gaussian centered intercept prior of 0 with σ of 1 log-odds unit 418 
fit by Hamiltonian MCMC with the rstan packagej. 419 

These changes alter the estimates of covariates like spatial proximity, but when fit on the full 420 
dataset preserve the essential pattern of rapid increase in the probability of moralizing gods around a 421 
social complexity score of 0.6 (Table S2). When judged solely on the MG data that is not missing, 422 

                                                 
i The analyses presented in this section were conducted using R, version 5.3.535 and packages DHARMa36, dplyr37, 
glmmADMB38, glmmTMB39, lme440, reshape41. The figures were plotted with the help of ggplot242 package. 
j Stan Development Team (2018). RStan: the R interface to Stan. R package version 2.18.2. http://mc-stan.org/. 
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however, this revised model finds that the relationship between social complexity and moralizing gods is 423 
far weaker. The estimated frequencies of moralizing gods predicted by this model, particularly in smaller-424 
scale societies with lower levels of social complexity, are much more consistent with the ethnographic 425 
record. For example, the contrast in Figure 1A is striking for low and intermediate levels of social 426 
complexity: societies with an SC of 0.4 are predicted to have essentially no moralizing gods when ‘NA’s 427 
are recoded as zeros (per Whitehouse, et al.) but over half are expected to have moralizing gods when 428 
‘NA’s are removed. 429 

 430 

 431 
Table S2 | Revised logistic regression estimates for the presence or absence of moralizing gods in the reduced 432 
dataset and full dataset, with means, standard errors, and probability each effect is null or negative (the Type-S 433 
sign error)44. Outcome values coded as “unknown” or “suspected unknown” in the Seshat database and ‘NA’ in the 434 
analysis dataset were removed, and to account for within-region non-independence, a varying-effects intercept was 435 
added for each NGA. Without NA values converted to 0, lag terms in the original model become linearly dependent 436 
with the outcome variable and are removed as well. Social complexity is centered on 0.5 to aid intercept 437 
interpretability. 438 

 439 
With this revised model, we can then infer the “first emergence” of MGs for each NGA here 440 

defined probabilistically as the earliest point at which 80% of the posterior probability mass is above P = 441 
0.5 on the outcome probability scale, which indicates reasonable certainty that moralizing gods are 442 
present conditional on available information (Figure S3). Combining these estimates as in the original 443 
analysis provides an average emergence point of approx. 1000 years before first observation in Fig. 2B. 444 
For comparison, Fig. S4 shows similar posterior probability calculations drawn from Whitehouse, et al.’s 445 
model fit on the original dataset including all NA as known 0’s. Consistent with the corresponding 446 
counterfactual predictions in Figure 1A, this model estimates the probability of MG emergence to be 447 
close to 0 for every focal NGA until moralizing gods are actually observed. 448 
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 449 
Figure S3 | Posterior predictions for the probability of moralizing gods present by year for Whitehouse, et al.’s 450 
main 12 NGAs in their analysis, drawn from the model described in Fig. 1A and Table S2 measured in years before 451 
their first documented appearance in the Seshat database. Posterior mean probability (black line) accompanied by 452 
89% HPDI (red shading) indicates a high chance of MG presence in every site several centuries before recorded first 453 
appearance. Dashed lines indicate the first year at which 80% of posterior mass is above a probability of 0.5 (coin 454 
flip), used as a rough estimate of the “first emergence” of moralizing gods in Fig. 1B. 455 
 456 
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 457 
Figure S4 | Posterior predictions for the probability of moralizing gods present by year for Whitehouse, et al.’s 458 
main 12 NGAs in their analysis, drawn from their original regression model, measured in years before their first 459 
documented appearance in the Seshat database (dashed lines). Posterior mean probability (black line) accompanied 460 
by 89% HPDI (red shading) predicts almost no chance of moralizing gods, in contrast to Figure S3. 461 
 462 

While reducing to complete cases (i.e., removing outcome ‘NAs’) is a standard solution in this 463 
situation, it is important to consider alternative imputation methods that are more conservative against the 464 
hypothesis favored by Whitehouse, et al. For example, they may have instead assumed that moralizing 465 
gods appear just as often in small, non-complex populations as in large, complex ones, implying an 466 
imputation rule of randomly assigning 1’s to missing values at the same rate of occurrence (96%) as in 467 
observed values31. Or, citing Laplace’s “Principle of Indifference”, they might have considered how, 468 
absent any knowledge of the features of a non-literate society’s cosmology, we are equally ignorant of 469 
their presence or absence, and assign 50% of missing values “1”, and 50% “0”. The resulting regression 470 
coefficients by these missingness models are presented in Table S3. In both alternative cases, shown in 471 
Table S3 and Figure S5, we do not see the rapid increase in the probability of MG appearing after 472 
societies have become large and complex megasocieties.  473 

 474 
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 475 
Table S3 | Regression estimates for the presence/absence of moralizing gods under three “missingness 476 
regimes” for the 490 missing values: means, standard errors, and posterior probability each effect is null or negative 477 
(the Type-S sign error)44. The “Original model” treats all missing values (`NA’) as 0, corresponding to the estimates 478 
in Whitehouse, et al. Two alternatives using the same regression model, but different imputation methods for 479 
missing values: (1) 96% of NA’s assigned randomly to `1’ (the frequency of occurrence in the observed data), and 480 
(2) 50% of NA’s randomly assigned to `1’, 50% to `0’. Social complexity is centered on 0.5 to aid intercept 481 
interpretability. 482 
 483 

 484 
Figure S5 | Estimated relationship between the probability of moralizing gods being observed and social 485 
complexity, for original model and two alternatives described in Table S3. Trend lines (black) are all held at 486 
average distance and language similarity, with 89% HPDI shading. Mean probabilities of “moralizing gods present”, 487 
for both “known” and “unknown” outcome values, are given as colored points with 89% HPDI intervals. 488 
 489 

Though we prefer the missing-at-random (MAR) approach (removing the cases with NAs) to 490 
either of our Alternatives 1 or 2, these other approaches to dealing with missing data nevertheless 491 
illustrate how difficult it is to arrive at Whitehouse, et al.’s preferred result--moralizing gods post-date the 492 
rise of complex societies--using Seshat data. To summarize, as with our robustness checks in section 2, 493 
the only way that we have found to obtain the authors’ results is to assume, unjustifiably in our opinion, 494 
that the first documented appearance of moralizing gods is in fact the same time as their emergence; more 495 
reasonable alternative approaches yield opposite results. 496 

 497 
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S4. Data vetting and coding quality concerns 498 

 499 
This section summarizes our concerns with the vetting process used in Seshat, the reporting of that vetting 500 
by Whitehouse, et al. and the overall quality of the data used in the paper. These concerns are detailed at 501 
greater length in an invited response accepted and forthcoming at the Journal of Cognitive 502 
Historiography, Slingerland et al. Historians Respond to Whitehouse, et al., “Complex societies precede 503 
moralizing gods throughout world history”, available, along with supporting materials JCH.S1-S4 in that 504 
paper, mentioned below, at https://hecc.ubc.ca/historians-respond-to-whitehouse-et-al/. 505 
 506 
In the Methods section of their paper, Whitehouse, et al. describe their data vetting procedure as follows: 507 
  508 

Data collection for the religion and ritual variables involved matching each fully trained research 509 
assistant with one or more Seshat experts. Seshat experts provided guidance on how to delineate 510 
the temporal and geographical boundaries of the polity, assembled an initial reading list and, 511 
where necessary, helped to interpret some of the key historiographical debates associated with the 512 
variables. Research assistants then populated the variables with data and presented this to the 513 
Seshat experts for review. The comments and suggestions made by the experts were then 514 
implemented by the research assistants. The next stage required a second team of fully trained 515 
research assistants to go over the gathered data and to conduct a series of quality checks, including 516 
vetting of the footnotes and the use of correct syntax for the machine-readable part of the data. 517 
Finally, this checked dataset was given to the Seshat experts for review. The coding of religion 518 
and ritual data required the input of experts every step of the way, given the frequent need 519 
for complex and nuanced interpretation of the evidence. By contrast, the data required for the 520 
social complexity variables frequently consisted of facts that research assistants could procure 521 
with less supervision, allowing expert input and review to occur at a later stage of the process 522 
(emphasis ours). 523 

 524 
This description does not match the vetting documented on the version of the Seshat site 525 
(http://seshatdatabank.info/nature/) at the time of publication: only 13% of polities reportedly had both 526 
sets of variables checked, 24% had only one checked, and 63% had no reported expert vetting at all 527 
(JCH.S2). Following publication, a large number of changes were made to both the main site and 528 
“/nature” version, including adding new expert vetting attributions and changing many vetting claims. 529 
The original attributions, which read “[Expert name], Religion or Normative Ideology System” and/or 530 
“Ritual Variables,” implies (according to the Methods section) that the expert vetted all of the named set 531 
of variables for that particular polity. Many of these attributions have been changed since publication to 532 
read “verified key data regarding earliest appearance of moralizing gods/doctrinal rituals.” This suggests 533 
that the experts only verified two particular variables in one polity—whichever was characterized by this 534 
earliest appearance.  However, this phrase was added to all polities in the NGA (rather than the polity of 535 
first appearance, where these two variables would have been checked), inflating the reported percentage 536 
of vetted polities.  537 
 538 
Personal communication with attributed expert vetters also reveal that even the reported degree of expert 539 
vetting is exaggerated: one of Seshat’s more prolific scholars (Dr. Vesna Wallace), originally credited 540 
with having vetted the religion and ritual variables for 49 polities in 7 NGAs, in fact reports having 541 
played no role whatsoever in supervising coding or vetting any portion of the site.  542 
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 543 
It is worth noting that in the Methods section, the authors, in the process of describing their methods for 544 
producing codes and coding justifications, state: 545 
 546 

All data are linked to scholarly sources, including peer-reviewed publications and personal 547 
communications from established authorities. On occasions when Seshat experts disagree on a 548 
particular coding, we kept a record of disagreements so that analyses could be run taking into 549 
account contrasting interpretations. Once used for the purposes of data analysis and publication, 550 
that version of the dataset was ‘frozen’ so that it could be inspected by others and used for the 551 
purposes of replication. Nevertheless, the data in Seshat continually evolves, as new sources are 552 
discovered and as new Seshat experts contribute additional layers of interpretation. 553 

 554 
This statement strongly implies that, while the main Seshat site would continue to be updated, expanded 555 
and revised, the version of the codes and coding justifications (with references consulted, personal 556 
communications from experts, etc.) actually used in the analysis—the mirror of the site at 557 
http://seshatdatabank.info/nature/ provided to referees and the press prior to publication—would be frozen 558 
so that outside experts could assess its reliability and draw upon it for purposes of replication. This is not 559 
the case: the nature-tagged version of the site has been altered considerably since publication. Dated 560 
screenshots from the nature-tagged version of Seshat are available at JCH.S4. 561 
 562 
Although the vetting and reporting procedures are problematic, their impact on the quality of the data 563 
itself could have been limited. This is not the case. As an example, JCH.S1 and JCH.S3 provide a 564 
representative list of specific sourcing problems and coding errors along with full results of Middle 565 
Yellow River Valley (MYVR) data check on the religion and ritual variables for the 12 polities in this 566 
region, respectively. Approximately 70% of these data contradict the fully expert-generated or expert-567 
vetted data available in the Database of Religious History (DRH; religiondatabase.org) as summarized in 568 
Table S4 below. These contradictions are not simply a matter of scholarly disagreement. All of the DRH 569 
data can be traced to an expert scholarly opinion, while only 16 of the 110 data points associated with the 570 
religion and ritual variables in the MYRV region in Seshat are independent observations with a reference 571 
or expert source specific to the time and place in question, as we discuss below. 572 
 573 
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 574 
 575 
Table S4 | Comparison of Seshat coding of religion and ritual variables in early MYRV with expert-generated 576 
or expert-vetted codes from the Database of Religious History (DRH; religiondatabase.org). The specific 577 
contradictions can be found here at JCH.S3 at https://hecc.ubc.ca/response-to-whitehouse-et-al/. 578 
 579 
Even if the assumption of missingness to absence or the analysis were appropriate, these data quality 580 
issues undermine Whitehouse, et al.’s conclusions. In the case of MYVR, for example, the first 581 
appearance of a moralizing deity is coded in Seshat as Western Zhou (1122-795 BCE), because they code 582 
this variable as 0 in the Late Shang (1250-1123 BCE), based upon a publication by Robert Eno, an expert 583 
in the field. However, Eno’s position is a minority one. Entries in the DRH indicate that Eno’s negative 584 
appraisal runs counter to two positive codings by the scholars Lothar von Falkenhausen and David 585 
Keightley. Coding the Late Shang moralizing god as “1” based on majority opinion, or weighting it as 586 
.66, would make the appearance of moralizing gods and writing in the MYRV contemporaneous. This is 587 
significant because this NGA is the sole example Seshat can provide of positive evidence of absence (a 588 
coded “0,” rather than an “NA” converted to a “0”) of moralizing gods after the advent of writing. 589 
 590 
Beyond presence and absence data without appropriate expert sourcing, another concerning data quality 591 
decision is “data pasting” a single observation about a specific time and place to code a variable, and then 592 
copying this coding justification and code value into a string of later polities, or even to polities from 593 
other NGAs. In the MYVR the justifications for the religion and ritual variables shows that only 16 594 
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independent observations underlie 110 data points (5 variables x 22 polities). In other words, all of the 595 
coding of the religion and ritual variables for 5000 years of Chinese history, analyzed by the Seshat team 596 
as separate data points, is in fact based on a few (mostly out of context) personal communications from 597 
experts and 5-6 citations of (mostly inappropriate) secondary literature. A personal communication from 598 
Connie Cook, an early China expert, about Shang ritual practice is used in the coding justification for the 599 
crucial ritual frequency variable for every Polity from the Western Zhou (1122 BCE) to the Ming (1643 600 
CE), a span of close to 3,000 years. Similarly, only 50 unique observations underlie the coding of the high 601 
god variable across 298 different polities (Fig. S6). 602 
 603 

 604 
 605 
Figure S6 | Number of sources cited for coding justifications, by time period, for the variable high gods 606 
(creator gods) per natural geographic area (NGA). For some polities the presence/absence of high gods (creator 607 
gods) was categorized as “suspected unknown” or “unknown” and had no coding justification. As these variables are 608 
treated as missing values during analysis conducted by Whitehouse, et al., they were categorized as NA (although 609 
later converted to 0, as noted above). Some variables with classifications of “moralizing”, “active” and “inactive” 610 
were missing source attributions and are labelled as MS. 611 
 612 
In addition to this “data pasting”, highly generic sources are commonly used to “data fill” a broad swath 613 
of discrete spatial and temporal points of data that, in fact, have little to do with the citation. For instance, 614 
a single quotation from Rupert Gethin (1998, The Foundations of Buddhism. Oxford: Oxford University 615 
Press, p. 136) concerning “supernatural enforcement of reciprocity” is used to code this variable in 38 616 
polities in 9 NGAs, spanning from the Kachi Plain/Mauryan Empire (303-194 BCE) to Orkhon 617 
Valley/Late Qing (1796 - 1912 CE); the same quotation is used as a coding source a total of 108 times, as 618 
it appears in the justifications for multiple variables. Given the nature of historical change and regional 619 
variation in Buddhist belief and practice, such imputation is inappropriate without supporting research on 620 
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these other polities. It also artificially inflates the number of data points. General introductions to Pali 621 
Buddhism in South and Southeast Asia are similarly used to code all of the Orkhon Valley (Mongolia); a 622 
basic textbook about Indian Hinduism is used to code the Cambodian Basin. This practice, not 623 
surprisingly, leads to widespread errors documented by our historian colleagues (see Slingerland et al, 624 
accepted, cited above).  625 
 626 
These specifically-identifiable errors understate the unreliability of the Seshat data. Data pasting and data 627 
filling combined with coding decisions being made by RAs who are not trained in a relevant field lead to 628 
irrelevant historical sources or observations. This, in turn, means that there is no way to know how much 629 
of the data, at least when it comes to the crucial religion and ritual variables, is reliable as a source of 630 
history, raising concerns about any analysis based on these data.  631 
 632 
History, as the authors caution, requires nuanced interpretation, and the goal of an archaeo-historical 633 
database is to be a central source of accurate historical information based on the best available sources 634 
and scholarship. There can be disagreement about the relative merits of an RA- versus expert-based 635 
approach to coding the historical record, or the importance or necessity of expert vetting. There should, 636 
however, be less disagreement that research teams must be clear about which strategy they are adopting, 637 
and that any vetting procedures need to be transparently reported and easily verified.  638 
 639 
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